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air cargo management provides a comprehensive and lively overview of the air cargo industry which is
both economically and strategically important in the field of logistics world trade and supply chain
management this new edition builds on the success of the previous edition focusing on the role of air
freight in the global supply chain including areas such as the main players in the industry regulations and
restrictions and terrorism management updates to this edition include the role of e commerce and its
changing influence on the industry a new chapter on crime security and terrorism updated case studies
and new contributors providing professional insight from the industry enriched throughout with
international case studies and contributions from industry experts air cargo management provides a
practical approach it is the perfect companion for undergraduate students studying air logistics
transportation logistics air cargo and supply chain management professionals and managers in the field
will also find sales easy style and industry insights useful and applicable to their practice commercial air
transport is a global multimillion dollar industry that underpins the world economy and facilitates the
movement of over 3 billion passengers and 50 million tonnes of air freight worldwide each year with a
clearly structured topic based approach this textbook presents readers with the key issues in air
transport management including aviation law and regulation economics finance airport and airline
management environmental considerations human resource management and marketing the book
comprises carefully selected contributions from leading aviation scholars and industry professionals
worldwide to help students in their studies the book includes case studies examples learning objectives
keyword definitions and stop and think boxes to prompt reflection and to aid understanding air transport
management provides in depth instruction for undergraduate and postgraduate students studying
aviation and business management related degrees it also offers support to industry practitioners
seeking to expand their knowledge base this book covers introduction about air cargo business and all
necessary procedures and documentations required for import and export of cargo by air this book briefly
illustrates procedures for handling dangerous goods by air basics of supply chain management and its
significance in air transportation also highlighted from the indian perspective this book will be useful and
serve as a guide for the aspiring learners in the field of air cargo and logistics management this paper
discusses risk management approaches in the air cargo industry it gives a concise overview of
developments business practices and complexities of the air cargo industry and draws cross references
to comparable industries it introduces supply contracts for capacity and the inherent risks in the shipping
process based on that approaches to mitigate risk are studied the work elaborates on the historically
grown research field of revenue management and puts emphasis on the discipline of overbooking in the
air cargo sector capacity options and financial intermediation are presented as more innovative
approaches for capacity risk management the application of these various risk management methods is
evaluated in an expert study among air cargo industry professionals from different market perspectives
with that obstacles to the successful implementation are identified and potential solutions are named
now in its seventh edition air transportation a management perspective by john wensveen is a proven
textbook that offers a comprehensive introduction to the theory and practice of air transportation
management in addition to explaining the fundamentals this book now takes the reader to the leading
edge of the discipline using past and present trends to forecast future challenges the industry may face
and encouraging the reader to really think about the decisions a manager implements the seventh
edition brings the text right up to date with a new opening chapter titled the airline industry trends
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challenges and strategies setting the context for all that follows within the book and a new section within
international aviation that explores the new airline business models new and updated material has been
added throughout the text and overall presents a more international perspective arranged in sharply
focused parts and accessible sections the exposition is clear and reader friendly air transportation a
management perspective is suitable for almost all aviation programs that feature business and
management its student friendly structure and style make it highly suitable for modular courses and
distance learning programmes or for self directed study and continuing personal professional
development why study air cargo consider that this sector moves only 2 of the global volume of goods
but a huge 35 by value reserved for the most costly and time sensitive products air logistics is an
economically and strategically important industry and a rich source of opportunity for graduating
students and logistics or scm professionals get a head start in this vital part of your business with this
comprehensive and lively overview it s the only book available to focus on the role of air freight in the
global supply chain it includes a brief history the functions of the various players in the industry
forwarders airlines airports government agencies regulations and restrictions terrorism management it
details the benefits of air transport and weighs them against its considerable environmental impact to
explore the question of its sustainability finally it considers the future of the industry in a dynamic and
increasingly globalised world enriched throughout with real life case studies and contributions from
global industry experts this is a ground level introduction with a practical approach all the student or
professional will need to get ahead in air logistics the routledge companion to air transport management
provides a comprehensive up to date review of air transport management research and literature this
exciting new handbook provides a unique repository of current knowledge and critical debate with an
international focus considering both developed and emerging markets and covering key sectors of the air
transport industry the companion consists of 25 chapters that are written by 39 leading researchers
scholars and industry experts based at universities research institutes and air transport companies and
organisations in 12 different countries in africa asia pacific europe and north america to provide a
definitive trustworthy resource the international team of contributors have proven experience of research
and publication in their specialist areas and contribute to this companion by drawing upon research
published mainly in academic industry and government sources this seminal companion is a vital
resource for researchers scholars and students of air transport management it is organised into three
parts current state of the air transport sectors part i application of management disciplines to airlines and
airports part ii and key selected themes part iii air transportation is a key component of the global
economy airport authorities are struggling to meet the increasing demand due to facility limitations cost
concerns training and education and the complexities of elasticity in demand this book discusses next
generation cargo management based on recent multi million dollar research and development cases it
includes discussions of conventional cargo management cargo process software and hardware facilities
key performance indicators kpi the latest state of the art technologies including advanced facilities and
process innovation this book studies air cargo capacity control problems the focus is on analyzing
decision models with intuitive optimal decisions as well as on developing efficient heuristics and bounds
three different models are studied first a model for steering the availability of cargo space on single legs
second a model that simultaneously optimizes the availability of both seats and cargo capacity third a
decision model that controls the availability of cargo capacity on a network of flights this book provides a
comprehensive overview of current strategic challenges and measures required to meet those challenges
in a dynamic industry experts from aviation practice and management in addition to acknowledged
scholars contribute to this volume and combine academic expertise with economic and business
perspectives in an unprecedented way for the aviation field the focus is not restricted to passenger
airlines the five parts of the book additionally include chapters on alliance management and formation
strategic issues for air freight carriers and airport companies as well as impacts the airline industry
exerts on its environment the book combines both concepts and results from recent academic research
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with applications and case studies from major industry players readership includes academics students
on advanced aviation courses senior aviation professionals in airline airport and supplier companies
international organizations and governmental agencies air cargo management provides a comprehensive
and lively overview of the air cargo industry which is both economically and strategically important in the
field of logistics world trade and supply chain management this new edition builds on the success of the
previous edition focusing on the role of air freight in the global supply chain including areas such as the
main players in the industry regulations and restrictions and terrorism management updates to this
edition include the role of e commerce and its changing influence on the industry a new chapter on crime
security and terrorism updated case studies and new contributors providing professional insight from the
industry enriched throughout with international case studies and contributions from industry experts air
cargo management provides a practical approach it is the perfect companion for undergraduate students
studying air logistics transportation logistics air cargo and supply chain management professionals and
managers in the field will also find sales easy style and industry insights useful and applicable to their
practice air transportation offers a distinct management angle which is unlike competing texts in this
market the text was conceived after deregulation of the airline industry and reflects evolving trends in
marketing strategies and manufacturing the text successfully integrates aviation and airline industry
specific information with the presentation of broad management and economic principles the first
complete resource on the management of air transportation systems written by a recognized authority
this how to guide provides a general overview of how these corporations function explaining the
rationales and forces moving all decision makers and employees involved written at a non technical level
the book presents data on various management structures techniques and problems within the industry
both in the united states and abroad this comprehensive guide covers government regulation finance
equipment technology aircraft costs large and small airlines passenger and cargo systems and more air
cargo is a key element of the global supply chain it allows outsourcing of manufacturing to other
countries and links production in both multinational and smaller enterprises it has also been the most
important driver of certain export industries in countries such as south africa kenya and chile as a
component of the air transport industry air cargo makes the crucial difference between profit and loss on
many long haul routes for some network combination carriers it accounts for up to half of total tonne kms
flown and as much as one quarter of total revenue in addition the integrated carriers such as dhl fedex
and tnt have their own fleets of dedicated freighter aircraft and cargo aircraft operators like cargolux and
nippon cargo have a specialist role in the industry featuring expert analysis and worked examples to
enhance understanding moving boxes by air by peter morrell offers a comprehensive and up to date
guide to the business and practices of air cargo with a chapter dedicated to each key issue such as
current trends market characteristics regulation airport terminal operations pricing and revenues and
environmental impacts air cargo and logistics are directly concerned with the understanding of the
aviation management field development of air transportation airport planning and global airport
authorities it is an area of aviation study that educates on how to manage air cargo and entire aspects of
logistics therefore the subject of air cargo and logistics management occupies an important place in the
course contents of various aviation management universities and colleges such as mba in airline and
airport management msc in maritime and air transport management bba in aviation management
diploma in airport operations and postgraduate diplomas in aviation management and crew resource
management etc therefore air cargo operations can be very complex as precision delivery and safety rely
on how well air cargo professionals are trained this manual is designed to train thousands of air cargo
professionals to be at the top of their game it offers the industry s most dynamic and innovative training
solutions for every aspect of air cargo operations to achieve the on time performance of warehouse
management and shipment of consignments air traffic and the aviation industry have grown rapidly on
the chinese mainland in the two and a half decades since china s open door policy accession to the wto
will further stimulate trade and foreign direct investment fdi intensifying the demand for air cargo
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services it will also open up the chinese economy to foreign participation in the transportation and
logistics sectors making these sectors more competitive and efficient this book provides a systematic and
comprehensive study of china s air cargo industry as well as its policy evolution it covers the sources and
destinations of air cargo in mainland china and hong kong whence it comes and where it goes to the
major hubs of the transportation network beijing shanghai hong kong and guangzhou are discussed one
by one the virtual aspects of the network at these hubs in terms of it applications preparedness and
needs are examined and compared though the subject matter of this book is air cargo there is
considerable coverage of the aviation industry and policy on the mainland and hong kong changes have
been happening so fast there are few books and publications that cover them systematically and
comprehensively readership includes business executives in airfreight companies airports and airlines
logistics specialists aviation university lecturers and students air cargo and logistics classics and
contemporary practice presents a thorough and detailed analysis of the most relevant research and
literature related to the industry the book examines critical management practices and business models
synthesizing findings from more than 40 journal articles topics reflect traditional management issues
such as pricing and economic deregulation along with more contemporary issues such as the
environment sustainability security and air cargo alliances each chapter breaks down studied literature
and research reviewing key concepts and their application to today s air cargo industry and presenting
key terms models and case studies related to the research the book is ideal for readers of all levels no
matter their career level or stage of education researchers academics and practitioners including air
cargo airline employees freight forwarders integrators consultants financers airport management and
policymakers will find the comprehensive review of research a valuable reference on the topic focuses on
air cargo and logistics and issues facing the industry provides a detailed analysis on the leading research
and literature on air cargo making it accessible to researchers academics students and industry
practitioners features a comprehensive review of the key concepts terms selective case studies and
models covered in leading air cargo research presents insights into recent air cargo trends related to
concepts featured in foundational literature and research explains in layman s terms how key concepts
can be applied to the industry s current challenges an economic analysis of the way in which the air
transport industry operates and the nature of the policies that have been adopted to regulate the sector
the authors cover domestic and international air transportation with an emphasis on airlines this book
uses numerous examples to describe the current opportunities and risks of air freight against the
backdrop of stagnating transport volumes since the financial crisis in 2008 it shows what impact these
developments have had on those involved in particular shippers airlines airports and freight forwarders
the application oriented presentation also provides an insight into the design of complex supply chains
and the areas of tension in which the players in air freight operate making a detailed contribution to
geographies of air transport and aeromobility this book examines the practices and processes that
produce particular patterns of air transport provision both regionally and globally in so doing it updates
the seminal contributions of eva taylor 1945 kenneth sealy 1957 brian graham 1995 and others to the
study of air transport geography leading scholars in the field offer a unique insight into the key
developments that have occurred in the field and the implications that these developments have had for
geography geographers and global patterns of past present and future air transport although
globalization and liberalization processes have greatly expanded the demand for air transport over the
last two decades the industry has experienced several major setbacks due to economic security and
environmental concerns many of these impacts have been much more pronounced in some regions such
as north america and europe while others such as asia pacific have not been as adversely affected
accordingly there is a clear need to examine these recent economic and geopolitical changes from a
geographical perspective given the differentiated pattern of effects from global processes addressing this
need this volume opens with thematic chapters covering key topics such as the historical geographies
socio cultural mobilities environmental externalities urban geographies and sustainability of the global air
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transport industry followed by regional analysis of the industry in asia pacific latin america greater
middle east and africa as well as north america and europe aviation logistics looks at the function of the
air cargo business and its role in global supply chains and logistics as global economies are constantly
evolving the supply chain business with its transport partners must be proactive for the future technology
and its resulting efficiency and transparency are therefore a central part of this book aviation logistics
examines how carriers are coming up with new methods and technologies to improve ground handling
and road transport traceability systems and barcoding security and screening and safe delivery of
perishable items such as in the pharmaceutical and medical sectors endorsed by the international air
cargo association tiaca aviation logistics is supplemented with case studies and contributions from a
team of experts including oliver evans and stan wraight both industry experts online resources available
air cargo news freighter directory deals with the topics of logistics management now in its eighth edition
air transportation a management perspective by john wensveen is a proven textbook that offers a
comprehensive introduction to the theory and practice of air transportation management the
international air cargo industry a modal analysis provides an objective snapshot of this fascinating
industry from the perspective of those who conduct academic research into its expansion and
consolidation covering three broad economic areas costs demand and development this book provides a
comprehensive overview of current strategic challenges and measures required to meet those challenges
in a dynamic industry experts from aviation practice and management in addition to acknowledged
scholars contribute to this volume and combine academic expertise with economic and business
perspectives in an unprecedented way for the aviation field the focus is not restricted to passenger
airlines the five parts of the book additionally include chapters on alliance management and formation
strategic issues for air freight carriers and airport companies as well as impacts the airline industry
exerts on its environment the book combines both concepts and results from recent academic research
with applications and case studies from major industry players readership includes academics students
on advanced aviation courses senior aviation professionals in airline airport and supplier companies
international organizations and governmental agencies this book offers material for strategic thinking
featuring contributions from key figures in europe the us and asia the focus of the book expands from
economic to legal issues bankruptcy and safety and security the carefully selected papers offer a
thorough and structured analysis of major current developments in the air transport industry fully up to
date topics covered include competitive strength capacity utilisation and risk the most likely future
scenarios are more or less known only the timeframe remains uncertain the speed at which the various
market players in the air transport chain will implement their strategies remains the key question this
depends on a whole range of exogenous and endogenous variables as this book aspires to demonstrate
as both an overview of the current issues affecting the industry and as a cohesive set of strategic
documents therefore this collection will prove invaluable for policy makers and researchers alike this
volume provides an introduction to aviation management covering all major actors and processes the
fundamental structures and the economic and regulatory background of the industry it comprises
contributions from experienced practitioners of the aviation industry and from scholars in that field now
in its ninth edition air transportation a global management perspective by john wensveen is a well proven
accessible textbook that offers a comprehensive introduction to the theory and practice of air transport
management in addition to explaining the fundamentals the book transports the reader to the leading
edge of the discipline using past and present trends to forecast future challenges and opportunities the
industry may face encouraging the reader to think deeply about the decisions a manager implements the
word global has been added to the subtitle for this edition reflecting an increased emphasis on worldwide
operations including north america latin america caribbean europe asia pacific the middle east and africa
the ninth edition focuses on the age of acceleration addressing trends related to emerging technologies
such as autonomy artificial intelligence augmented reality virtual reality 3 d printing data analytics
blockchain cybersecurity etc new material includes extra information on airport management and
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operations air carrier business models aviation risk safety and security and how changing political
landscapes impact the aviation industry enhanced content is supported by the addition of new chapters
and online supplemental resources including powerpoint presentations chapter quizzes exam questions
and links to online resources this wide ranging textbook is appropriate for nearly all aviation programs
that feature business and management its student friendly structure and style make it highly suitable for
modular courses and distance learning programs or for self directed study and continuing personal
professional development airlines are buffeted by fluctuating political and economic landscapes ever
changing competition technology developments globalization increasing deregulation and evolving
customer requirements as a consequence all sectors of the air transport industry are in a constant state
of flux the principle aim of this book is to review current trends in the airline industry and its related
suppliers thereby providing an insight into the forces that are changing its dynamics the factors that are
reshaping the structure of the industry are examined with a view to identifying the key issues whose
impact will be critical in the future the book features two very distinct sections the first contains short
contributions from industry executives at ceo vp level from airlines aircraft engine manufacturers safety
and navigational provider organisations who have set out their take of where the airline industry is
heading this commercial input sets the scene for the book and provides the bridge to the second section
which is composed of 18 chapters written by distinguished academic authors each chapter presents a
valuable insight into a specific area of the air transport industry including airlines airports cargo
deregulation the environment navigation strategy information technology security and tourism the
shared objective of the authors is to describe and explain the core competencies that are determining
the current shape of the industry and to examine the forces that will change its direction going forward
the book is written in a management style and will appeal to all levels of personnel who work for airlines
across the world it is also written for airport authorities aerospace manufacturers regulatory and
government transportation agencies researchers and students of aviation management transport studies
tourism and the wider air transport industry 4th party cyber logistics for air cargo is a technical
discussion for researchers and practitioners to understand the issues models and future directions of air
cargo logistics in the cyber era this book introduces the many aspects of planning and control of air cargo
logistics processes in an e business environment the authors approach this subject matter from the
perspective of the logistics service providers there is tremendous potential of achieving industry wide
collaboration between agents of the air cargo industry via an e business community platform at the same
time there are many intellectually challenging problems regarding the architecture ownership decision
support environment and knowledge management of such an e business platform the authors provide an
evolutionary view to conceptualize the developments of websites where e commerce activities and e
business activities co exist four eras are detailed providing an impetus for the development of
frameworks of an e business platform for air cargo logistics or e platform the conceptual framework
captures the new elements in cyber logistics and what the framework can do for the industry
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Air Cargo Management 2016-12-16 air cargo management provides a comprehensive and lively overview
of the air cargo industry which is both economically and strategically important in the field of logistics
world trade and supply chain management this new edition builds on the success of the previous edition
focusing on the role of air freight in the global supply chain including areas such as the main players in
the industry regulations and restrictions and terrorism management updates to this edition include the
role of e commerce and its changing influence on the industry a new chapter on crime security and
terrorism updated case studies and new contributors providing professional insight from the industry
enriched throughout with international case studies and contributions from industry experts air cargo
management provides a practical approach it is the perfect companion for undergraduate students
studying air logistics transportation logistics air cargo and supply chain management professionals and
managers in the field will also find sales easy style and industry insights useful and applicable to their
practice
Air Transport Management 2016-11-10 commercial air transport is a global multimillion dollar industry
that underpins the world economy and facilitates the movement of over 3 billion passengers and 50
million tonnes of air freight worldwide each year with a clearly structured topic based approach this
textbook presents readers with the key issues in air transport management including aviation law and
regulation economics finance airport and airline management environmental considerations human
resource management and marketing the book comprises carefully selected contributions from leading
aviation scholars and industry professionals worldwide to help students in their studies the book includes
case studies examples learning objectives keyword definitions and stop and think boxes to prompt
reflection and to aid understanding air transport management provides in depth instruction for
undergraduate and postgraduate students studying aviation and business management related degrees
it also offers support to industry practitioners seeking to expand their knowledge base
Air Cargo Distribution 1971 this book covers introduction about air cargo business and all necessary
procedures and documentations required for import and export of cargo by air this book briefly illustrates
procedures for handling dangerous goods by air basics of supply chain management and its significance
in air transportation also highlighted from the indian perspective this book will be useful and serve as a
guide for the aspiring learners in the field of air cargo and logistics management
Introduction to Air Cargo Management 2020-11-12 this paper discusses risk management
approaches in the air cargo industry it gives a concise overview of developments business practices and
complexities of the air cargo industry and draws cross references to comparable industries it introduces
supply contracts for capacity and the inherent risks in the shipping process based on that approaches to
mitigate risk are studied the work elaborates on the historically grown research field of revenue
management and puts emphasis on the discipline of overbooking in the air cargo sector capacity options
and financial intermediation are presented as more innovative approaches for capacity risk management
the application of these various risk management methods is evaluated in an expert study among air
cargo industry professionals from different market perspectives with that obstacles to the successful
implementation are identified and potential solutions are named
Risk Management in the Air Cargo Industry 2010-02 now in its seventh edition air transportation a
management perspective by john wensveen is a proven textbook that offers a comprehensive
introduction to the theory and practice of air transportation management in addition to explaining the
fundamentals this book now takes the reader to the leading edge of the discipline using past and present
trends to forecast future challenges the industry may face and encouraging the reader to really think
about the decisions a manager implements the seventh edition brings the text right up to date with a
new opening chapter titled the airline industry trends challenges and strategies setting the context for all
that follows within the book and a new section within international aviation that explores the new airline
business models new and updated material has been added throughout the text and overall presents a
more international perspective arranged in sharply focused parts and accessible sections the exposition
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is clear and reader friendly air transportation a management perspective is suitable for almost all
aviation programs that feature business and management its student friendly structure and style make it
highly suitable for modular courses and distance learning programmes or for self directed study and
continuing personal professional development
Air Transportation 2018-02-06 why study air cargo consider that this sector moves only 2 of the global
volume of goods but a huge 35 by value reserved for the most costly and time sensitive products air
logistics is an economically and strategically important industry and a rich source of opportunity for
graduating students and logistics or scm professionals get a head start in this vital part of your business
with this comprehensive and lively overview it s the only book available to focus on the role of air freight
in the global supply chain it includes a brief history the functions of the various players in the industry
forwarders airlines airports government agencies regulations and restrictions terrorism management it
details the benefits of air transport and weighs them against its considerable environmental impact to
explore the question of its sustainability finally it considers the future of the industry in a dynamic and
increasingly globalised world enriched throughout with real life case studies and contributions from
global industry experts this is a ground level introduction with a practical approach all the student or
professional will need to get ahead in air logistics
The Air Logistics Handbook 2013-07-18 the routledge companion to air transport management
provides a comprehensive up to date review of air transport management research and literature this
exciting new handbook provides a unique repository of current knowledge and critical debate with an
international focus considering both developed and emerging markets and covering key sectors of the air
transport industry the companion consists of 25 chapters that are written by 39 leading researchers
scholars and industry experts based at universities research institutes and air transport companies and
organisations in 12 different countries in africa asia pacific europe and north america to provide a
definitive trustworthy resource the international team of contributors have proven experience of research
and publication in their specialist areas and contribute to this companion by drawing upon research
published mainly in academic industry and government sources this seminal companion is a vital
resource for researchers scholars and students of air transport management it is organised into three
parts current state of the air transport sectors part i application of management disciplines to airlines and
airports part ii and key selected themes part iii
The Future of the U.S. Domestic Air Freight Industry 1973-01-01 air transportation is a key
component of the global economy airport authorities are struggling to meet the increasing demand due
to facility limitations cost concerns training and education and the complexities of elasticity in demand
this book discusses next generation cargo management based on recent multi million dollar research and
development cases it includes discussions of conventional cargo management cargo process software
and hardware facilities key performance indicators kpi the latest state of the art technologies including
advanced facilities and process innovation
The Routledge Companion to Air Transport Management 2018-01-31 this book studies air cargo capacity
control problems the focus is on analyzing decision models with intuitive optimal decisions as well as on
developing efficient heuristics and bounds three different models are studied first a model for steering
the availability of cargo space on single legs second a model that simultaneously optimizes the
availability of both seats and cargo capacity third a decision model that controls the availability of cargo
capacity on a network of flights
Air Cargo Management 2016-02-01 this book provides a comprehensive overview of current strategic
challenges and measures required to meet those challenges in a dynamic industry experts from aviation
practice and management in addition to acknowledged scholars contribute to this volume and combine
academic expertise with economic and business perspectives in an unprecedented way for the aviation
field the focus is not restricted to passenger airlines the five parts of the book additionally include
chapters on alliance management and formation strategic issues for air freight carriers and airport
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companies as well as impacts the airline industry exerts on its environment the book combines both
concepts and results from recent academic research with applications and case studies from major
industry players readership includes academics students on advanced aviation courses senior aviation
professionals in airline airport and supplier companies international organizations and governmental
agencies
Dynamic Capacity Control in Air Cargo Revenue Management 2014-05-12 air cargo management
provides a comprehensive and lively overview of the air cargo industry which is both economically and
strategically important in the field of logistics world trade and supply chain management this new edition
builds on the success of the previous edition focusing on the role of air freight in the global supply chain
including areas such as the main players in the industry regulations and restrictions and terrorism
management updates to this edition include the role of e commerce and its changing influence on the
industry a new chapter on crime security and terrorism updated case studies and new contributors
providing professional insight from the industry enriched throughout with international case studies and
contributions from industry experts air cargo management provides a practical approach it is the perfect
companion for undergraduate students studying air logistics transportation logistics air cargo and supply
chain management professionals and managers in the field will also find sales easy style and industry
insights useful and applicable to their practice
Strategic Management in the Aviation Industry 2017-07-05 air transportation offers a distinct
management angle which is unlike competing texts in this market the text was conceived after
deregulation of the airline industry and reflects evolving trends in marketing strategies and
manufacturing the text successfully integrates aviation and airline industry specific information with the
presentation of broad management and economic principles
Air Cargo Management 2016-12-16 the first complete resource on the management of air transportation
systems written by a recognized authority this how to guide provides a general overview of how these
corporations function explaining the rationales and forces moving all decision makers and employees
involved written at a non technical level the book presents data on various management structures
techniques and problems within the industry both in the united states and abroad this comprehensive
guide covers government regulation finance equipment technology aircraft costs large and small airlines
passenger and cargo systems and more
Capacity Options for Revenue Management 2006 air cargo is a key element of the global supply chain it
allows outsourcing of manufacturing to other countries and links production in both multinational and
smaller enterprises it has also been the most important driver of certain export industries in countries
such as south africa kenya and chile as a component of the air transport industry air cargo makes the
crucial difference between profit and loss on many long haul routes for some network combination
carriers it accounts for up to half of total tonne kms flown and as much as one quarter of total revenue in
addition the integrated carriers such as dhl fedex and tnt have their own fleets of dedicated freighter
aircraft and cargo aircraft operators like cargolux and nippon cargo have a specialist role in the industry
featuring expert analysis and worked examples to enhance understanding moving boxes by air by peter
morrell offers a comprehensive and up to date guide to the business and practices of air cargo with a
chapter dedicated to each key issue such as current trends market characteristics regulation airport
terminal operations pricing and revenues and environmental impacts
Air Transportation 1994 air cargo and logistics are directly concerned with the understanding of the
aviation management field development of air transportation airport planning and global airport
authorities it is an area of aviation study that educates on how to manage air cargo and entire aspects of
logistics therefore the subject of air cargo and logistics management occupies an important place in the
course contents of various aviation management universities and colleges such as mba in airline and
airport management msc in maritime and air transport management bba in aviation management
diploma in airport operations and postgraduate diplomas in aviation management and crew resource
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management etc therefore air cargo operations can be very complex as precision delivery and safety rely
on how well air cargo professionals are trained this manual is designed to train thousands of air cargo
professionals to be at the top of their game it offers the industry s most dynamic and innovative training
solutions for every aspect of air cargo operations to achieve the on time performance of warehouse
management and shipment of consignments
Airline Management 1992 air traffic and the aviation industry have grown rapidly on the chinese
mainland in the two and a half decades since china s open door policy accession to the wto will further
stimulate trade and foreign direct investment fdi intensifying the demand for air cargo services it will also
open up the chinese economy to foreign participation in the transportation and logistics sectors making
these sectors more competitive and efficient this book provides a systematic and comprehensive study
of china s air cargo industry as well as its policy evolution it covers the sources and destinations of air
cargo in mainland china and hong kong whence it comes and where it goes to the major hubs of the
transportation network beijing shanghai hong kong and guangzhou are discussed one by one the virtual
aspects of the network at these hubs in terms of it applications preparedness and needs are examined
and compared though the subject matter of this book is air cargo there is considerable coverage of the
aviation industry and policy on the mainland and hong kong changes have been happening so fast there
are few books and publications that cover them systematically and comprehensively readership includes
business executives in airfreight companies airports and airlines logistics specialists aviation university
lecturers and students
Moving Boxes by Air 2016-04-22 air cargo and logistics classics and contemporary practice presents a
thorough and detailed analysis of the most relevant research and literature related to the industry the
book examines critical management practices and business models synthesizing findings from more than
40 journal articles topics reflect traditional management issues such as pricing and economic
deregulation along with more contemporary issues such as the environment sustainability security and
air cargo alliances each chapter breaks down studied literature and research reviewing key concepts and
their application to today s air cargo industry and presenting key terms models and case studies related
to the research the book is ideal for readers of all levels no matter their career level or stage of education
researchers academics and practitioners including air cargo airline employees freight forwarders
integrators consultants financers airport management and policymakers will find the comprehensive
review of research a valuable reference on the topic focuses on air cargo and logistics and issues facing
the industry provides a detailed analysis on the leading research and literature on air cargo making it
accessible to researchers academics students and industry practitioners features a comprehensive
review of the key concepts terms selective case studies and models covered in leading air cargo research
presents insights into recent air cargo trends related to concepts featured in foundational literature and
research explains in layman s terms how key concepts can be applied to the industry s current
challenges
Aviation, Air Cargo and Logistics Management 2022-11-04 an economic analysis of the way in
which the air transport industry operates and the nature of the policies that have been adopted to
regulate the sector the authors cover domestic and international air transportation with an emphasis on
airlines
Air Cargo in Mainland China and Hong Kong 2017-09-29 this book uses numerous examples to describe
the current opportunities and risks of air freight against the backdrop of stagnating transport volumes
since the financial crisis in 2008 it shows what impact these developments have had on those involved in
particular shippers airlines airports and freight forwarders the application oriented presentation also
provides an insight into the design of complex supply chains and the areas of tension in which the
players in air freight operate
Air Cargo and Logistics 2029-01-15 making a detailed contribution to geographies of air transport and
aeromobility this book examines the practices and processes that produce particular patterns of air
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transport provision both regionally and globally in so doing it updates the seminal contributions of eva
taylor 1945 kenneth sealy 1957 brian graham 1995 and others to the study of air transport geography
leading scholars in the field offer a unique insight into the key developments that have occurred in the
field and the implications that these developments have had for geography geographers and global
patterns of past present and future air transport although globalization and liberalization processes have
greatly expanded the demand for air transport over the last two decades the industry has experienced
several major setbacks due to economic security and environmental concerns many of these impacts
have been much more pronounced in some regions such as north america and europe while others such
as asia pacific have not been as adversely affected accordingly there is a clear need to examine these
recent economic and geopolitical changes from a geographical perspective given the differentiated
pattern of effects from global processes addressing this need this volume opens with thematic chapters
covering key topics such as the historical geographies socio cultural mobilities environmental
externalities urban geographies and sustainability of the global air transport industry followed by regional
analysis of the industry in asia pacific latin america greater middle east and africa as well as north
america and europe
Dynamic Capacity Control in Air Cargo Revenue Management 2013 aviation logistics looks at the
function of the air cargo business and its role in global supply chains and logistics as global economies
are constantly evolving the supply chain business with its transport partners must be proactive for the
future technology and its resulting efficiency and transparency are therefore a central part of this book
aviation logistics examines how carriers are coming up with new methods and technologies to improve
ground handling and road transport traceability systems and barcoding security and screening and safe
delivery of perishable items such as in the pharmaceutical and medical sectors endorsed by the
international air cargo association tiaca aviation logistics is supplemented with case studies and
contributions from a team of experts including oliver evans and stan wraight both industry experts online
resources available air cargo news freighter directory
Air Transport Networks 2000-01-01 deals with the topics of logistics management
Air Cargo 2023-02-17 now in its eighth edition air transportation a management perspective by john
wensveen is a proven textbook that offers a comprehensive introduction to the theory and practice of air
transportation management
The Geographies of Air Transport 2016-03-09 the international air cargo industry a modal analysis
provides an objective snapshot of this fascinating industry from the perspective of those who conduct
academic research into its expansion and consolidation covering three broad economic areas costs
demand and development
Aviation Logistics 2016-02-03 this book provides a comprehensive overview of current strategic
challenges and measures required to meet those challenges in a dynamic industry experts from aviation
practice and management in addition to acknowledged scholars contribute to this volume and combine
academic expertise with economic and business perspectives in an unprecedented way for the aviation
field the focus is not restricted to passenger airlines the five parts of the book additionally include
chapters on alliance management and formation strategic issues for air freight carriers and airport
companies as well as impacts the airline industry exerts on its environment the book combines both
concepts and results from recent academic research with applications and case studies from major
industry players readership includes academics students on advanced aviation courses senior aviation
professionals in airline airport and supplier companies international organizations and governmental
agencies
Logistics & Air Cargo Management 2021-11-07 this book offers material for strategic thinking
featuring contributions from key figures in europe the us and asia the focus of the book expands from
economic to legal issues bankruptcy and safety and security the carefully selected papers offer a
thorough and structured analysis of major current developments in the air transport industry fully up to
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date topics covered include competitive strength capacity utilisation and risk the most likely future
scenarios are more or less known only the timeframe remains uncertain the speed at which the various
market players in the air transport chain will implement their strategies remains the key question this
depends on a whole range of exogenous and endogenous variables as this book aspires to demonstrate
as both an overview of the current issues affecting the industry and as a cohesive set of strategic
documents therefore this collection will prove invaluable for policy makers and researchers alike
Handling & Shipping Management 1987 this volume provides an introduction to aviation
management covering all major actors and processes the fundamental structures and the economic and
regulatory background of the industry it comprises contributions from experienced practitioners of the
aviation industry and from scholars in that field
Logistics Management 2008-12 now in its ninth edition air transportation a global management
perspective by john wensveen is a well proven accessible textbook that offers a comprehensive
introduction to the theory and practice of air transport management in addition to explaining the
fundamentals the book transports the reader to the leading edge of the discipline using past and present
trends to forecast future challenges and opportunities the industry may face encouraging the reader to
think deeply about the decisions a manager implements the word global has been added to the subtitle
for this edition reflecting an increased emphasis on worldwide operations including north america latin
america caribbean europe asia pacific the middle east and africa the ninth edition focuses on the age of
acceleration addressing trends related to emerging technologies such as autonomy artificial intelligence
augmented reality virtual reality 3 d printing data analytics blockchain cybersecurity etc new material
includes extra information on airport management and operations air carrier business models aviation
risk safety and security and how changing political landscapes impact the aviation industry enhanced
content is supported by the addition of new chapters and online supplemental resources including
powerpoint presentations chapter quizzes exam questions and links to online resources this wide ranging
textbook is appropriate for nearly all aviation programs that feature business and management its
student friendly structure and style make it highly suitable for modular courses and distance learning
programs or for self directed study and continuing personal professional development
Air Transportation 2015-05-28 airlines are buffeted by fluctuating political and economic landscapes
ever changing competition technology developments globalization increasing deregulation and evolving
customer requirements as a consequence all sectors of the air transport industry are in a constant state
of flux the principle aim of this book is to review current trends in the airline industry and its related
suppliers thereby providing an insight into the forces that are changing its dynamics the factors that are
reshaping the structure of the industry are examined with a view to identifying the key issues whose
impact will be critical in the future the book features two very distinct sections the first contains short
contributions from industry executives at ceo vp level from airlines aircraft engine manufacturers safety
and navigational provider organisations who have set out their take of where the airline industry is
heading this commercial input sets the scene for the book and provides the bridge to the second section
which is composed of 18 chapters written by distinguished academic authors each chapter presents a
valuable insight into a specific area of the air transport industry including airlines airports cargo
deregulation the environment navigation strategy information technology security and tourism the
shared objective of the authors is to describe and explain the core competencies that are determining
the current shape of the industry and to examine the forces that will change its direction going forward
the book is written in a management style and will appeal to all levels of personnel who work for airlines
across the world it is also written for airport authorities aerospace manufacturers regulatory and
government transportation agencies researchers and students of aviation management transport studies
tourism and the wider air transport industry
The International Air Cargo Industry 2022-09-26 4th party cyber logistics for air cargo is a technical
discussion for researchers and practitioners to understand the issues models and future directions of air
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cargo logistics in the cyber era this book introduces the many aspects of planning and control of air cargo
logistics processes in an e business environment the authors approach this subject matter from the
perspective of the logistics service providers there is tremendous potential of achieving industry wide
collaboration between agents of the air cargo industry via an e business community platform at the same
time there are many intellectually challenging problems regarding the architecture ownership decision
support environment and knowledge management of such an e business platform the authors provide an
evolutionary view to conceptualize the developments of websites where e commerce activities and e
business activities co exist four eras are detailed providing an impetus for the development of
frameworks of an e business platform for air cargo logistics or e platform the conceptual framework
captures the new elements in cyber logistics and what the framework can do for the industry
Strategic Management in the Aviation Industry 2017-05-16
Critical Issues in Air Transport Economics and Business 2010-10-04
Freight Management and Distribution Today 1989
Introduction to Aviation Management 2010
Air Transportation 2023-05-24
Air Transport in the 21st Century 2016-12-05
Aviation security federal action needed to strengthen domestic air cargo security : report to
congressional requesters. 2005
4th Party Cyber Logistics for Air Cargo 2006-04-11
Air Transportation, Traffic and Management 1950
Airline Management 1965
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